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Abstract: Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technology uses multiple antennas at the both link ends and does not need to increase additional transmit power and spectrum, leading to promising link capacity gains of several-fold increase in spectrum efficiency. Increased capacity can be achieved by introducing additional spatial channels that are exploited by using coding such as space-time coding (STC). The spatial diversity improves the link reliability by reducing the adverse effects of link fading and shadowing. In this article, we survey environmental factors that affect MIMO capacity. These include channel complexity, external interferences, and channel estimation errors. With the use of MIMO communication techniques, multipath need not be a hindrance and can be exploited to increase potential data rates and simultaneously improve robustness of the wireless links. This review article provides a detailed explanation of this MIMO technology and explains how such benefits can be achieved using this technological breakthrough.
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I. CHALLENGES IN WIRELESS SIGNAL TRANSMISSION

Wireless Communication has made a tremendous impact on the lifestyle of a human being. Wireless Network provides high speed mobility for voice as well as data traffic from variety of sources. The fundamental phenomenon which makes transmission unreliable is time varying fading [1]. The phenomenon is described as the constructive and / or destructive interference between signals arriving at the same antenna via different paths, and hence with different delays and phases, resulting in random fluctuations of the signal strength at the receiver. When destructive interference occurs, the signal power can be significantly reduced and the phenomenon is called as fading. Deep fades that may occur at particular time or frequency or in space result in severe degradation of the quality of the signal at the receiver making it sometimes impossible to decode or detect. Multipath fading arises due to the non-coherent combination of signals arriving at the receiver antenna.

There are many kind of interference in real wireless communications. One important cause is the multi-path propagation. In analog type of TV broadcasting, ghost phenomena are observed due to multipath effects. The delayed signal is generated by the multi-path. This causes the overlapping between the current symbol and the previous symbol. This overlap causes the inter symbol interference (ISI) which destroys the sub-carrier orthogonality in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system. The multipath fading can often be relatively deep, i.e. the signals fade away completely, whereas at other times the fading may not cause the signal to fall below a certain useable strength [2].

Interference is caused by deep-fades that occur at a particular point in space, or at a particular time or frequency, and results in severe degradation of the quality of signals at the receiver making it impossible to detect or decode. Several mathematical models have been developed to describe such channels. The model takes into account the phenomenon of multipath fading and correlation between sub-channels. Common models employ Rayleigh, Ricean and Nakagami-m distributions to approximate actual channel conditions [3]. The performance of the systems (in terms of error rate) can be severely degraded by fading. Communication through these channels is difficult and special techniques may be required to achieve satisfactory performance [4]. Figure 1 shows the concept of interference caused by reflection of signals.
A. Causes of Fading

The multipath effect is the main cause of fading and may be due to reflection of satellite signals (radio waves) from objects. It was the same effect that caused ghost images on television when antennas on the roof were still more common instead of today satellite dishes. In any terrestrial radio communications system, the signal will reach the receiver not only via the direct path, but also as a result of reflections from objects such as buildings, hills, ground, water, etc. that are adjacent to the main path. The overall signal at the radio receiver is a summation of the variety of signals being received [5]. As they all have different path lengths and hence different phases, signals will add or subtract depending upon their relative phases. Figure 2 depicts the multipath echo formation from an actual target. The causes of fading are mainly reflection, diffraction, scattering and Doppler shift.

1) Reflection
This occurs when waves impinges upon an obstruction that is much larger in size compared to the wavelength \( \lambda \) of the signal. Examples are reflections from earth and buildings. These reflections may interfere with the original signal constructively or destructively.

2) Diffraction
This occurs when the radio path between sender and receiver is obstructed by an impenetrable body and by a surface with sharp irregularities (edges). This details how radio signals can travel urban and rural environments without a line-of-sight (LOS) path.

3) Scattering
This occurs when the radio channel contains objects whose sizes are on the order of the wavelength or less of the propagating wave and also when the numbers of obstacles are quite large. They are produced even by small objects, surface roughness and other irregularities on the channel. It follows same principles of diffraction. It causes the transmitter energy to be radiated in many directions. Examples are lamp posts and street signs that may cause scattering.
II. STATISTICAL MODEL FOR FADING CHANNELS

To understand wireless communications, it is necessary to explore what happens to the signal as it travels from the transmitter to the receiver. As cited earlier, one of the important aspects of this path between the transmitter and receiver is the occurrence of fading. Many models for the probability distribution function (PDF) of the signal amplitude exposed to mobile fading are there to explain such fading phenomena. Out of these models Rayleigh, Ricean and Nakagami fading models are most widely used because of both academic and practical application points of view.

A. Rayleigh Fading Channel:

Rayleigh fading describes the received signal envelope distribution where all the components are non-line-of-sight [6],[7]. The basic model of Rayleigh fading assumes a received multipath signal to consist of a (theoretically infinitely) large number of reflected waves with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) in phase and quadrature amplitudes [8]. The mobile or indoor radio channel is characterized by multipath reception. The signal offered to the receiver contains not only a direct line-of-sight (LOS) radio wave, but also a large number of reflected radio waves. In urban centers, the LOS is often blocked by obstacles, and a collection of differently delayed waves is received by a mobile antenna. These reflected waves interfere with the direct wave, which causes significant degradation of the performance of the link. Additionally, if the antenna moves, the channel varies with location and time, because the relative phases of the reflected waves change. This leads to fading: time variations of the received amplitude and phase. In a non-fading (thus fixed) radio channel the Bit Error Rate (BER) decreases rapidly when the signal-to-noise (more specifically, signal-to-interference) ratio is increased. This phenomenon remains present, even if the (average) signal-to-noise ratio is large. So the BER only improves very slowly, and with a fixed slope, if plotted on a log-log scale. A wireless system has to be designed in such way that the adverse effect of multipath fading is minimized [8].

The random variable R following Rayleigh fading has the cumulative distribution function (CDF) \( F_R(r) \) and probability density function (PDF) \( f_R(r) \) given by,

\[
F_R(r) = 1 - \exp\left( -\frac{r^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) \tag{1}
\]

and

\[
f_R(r) = \frac{r}{\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{r^2}{2\sigma^2}} \tag{2}
\]

In the above, \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance of the random variable. The Rayleigh distribution above has been derived for slow fading channel.

B. Ricean Fading Channel

The model behind Ricean fading is similar to that for Rayleigh fading, except that in Ricean fading a strong dominant LOS component is present. A refined Ricean model also considers the following:

- The dominant wave can be a phasor sum of two or more dominant signals, e.g. the line-of-sight, plus a ground reflection. This combined signal is then mostly treated as a deterministic (fully predictable) process, and
- The dominant wave can also be subject to shadow attenuation. This is a popular assumption in the modeling of satellite channels.

Besides the dominant component, the mobile antenna receives a large number of reflected and scattered waves as well.

As stated, the Ricean distribution results when, in addition to the multipath components, there exists a direct path between the transmitter and the receiver. The envelope in this case has a Ricean density function \( f_R(r) \) given by [9]

\[
f_R(r) = \frac{r}{\sigma^2} \exp\left( -\frac{r^2 + k_r^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) I_o\left( \frac{rk_r}{\sigma^2} \right), r \geq 0 \tag{3}
\]

where \( I_o(.) \) is the \( 0^{th} \) order modified Bessel function of the first kind, constant \( k_r \) determines the strength of the direct component. The cumulative distribution of the Ricean random variable \( F_R(r) \) is given as
\( F_R(r) = 1 - Q\left(\frac{k_d}{\sigma}, \frac{r}{\sigma}\right), r \geq 0 \) \tag{4}

where \( Q(\ldots) \) is the Marcum’s Q function [7],[10]. The Ricean distribution is often described in terms of the Ricean factor \( K \), defined as the ratio between the deterministic signal power (from the direct LOS path) and the diffuse signal power (from the indirect multi-paths). The factor \( K \) is usually expressed in decibel units as

\[
K(dB) = 10 \log_{10}\left(\frac{k_d^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) \tag{5}
\]

In equation (5), if \( k_d \) goes to zero (or if \( \frac{k_d^2}{2\sigma^2} \ll \frac{r^2}{2\sigma^2} \)), the direct path is eliminated and the envelope distribution becomes Rayleigh, with \( K(dB) = -\infty \).

C. Nakagami Fading Channel

Nakagami fading occurs for multipath scattering with relatively large delay-time spreads, with different clusters of reflected waves. Within any one cluster, the phases of individual reflected waves are random, but the delay times are approximately equal for all waves. As a result the envelope of each cumulated cluster signal is Rayleigh distributed. The average time delay is assumed to differ significantly between clusters. When the delay times also significantly exceed the bit duration of a digital link, the different clusters produce serious inter-symbol interference (ISI), and thus the multipath self-interference then approximates the case of co-channel interference by multiple in coherent Rayleigh-fading signals. In the following we state some important facts related to Nakagami fading.

- If the envelope is Nakagami distributed, the corresponding instantaneous power is Gamma distributed.
- Nakagami fading is described by ‘\( m \)’ parameter as defined in equation 6. The parameter \( m \) is called the ‘shape factor’ of the Nakagami or the Gamma distribution.
- In the special case \( m = 1 \), Rayleigh fading is recovered (from Nakagami distribution), but with an exponentially distributed instantaneous power.
- For \( m > 1 \), the fluctuations of the signal strength reduce compared to Rayleigh fading.

It is possible to describe both Rayleigh and Ricean fading with the help of a single model using the Nakagami distribution [7]. Attempts have been made to find one-to-one mapping between Nakagami and Rayleigh distributions. The fading model for the received signal envelope, proposed by Nakagami, has the PDF \( f_R(r) \) given by

\[
f_R(r) = \frac{2m^m r^{2m-1}}{\Gamma(m)\Omega^m} \exp\left(-\frac{mr^2}{\Omega}\right), r \geq 0 \tag{6}
\]

where \( \Gamma(m) \) is the Gamma function, and \( m \) is the shape factor (with the constraint that \( m \geq \frac{1}{2} \)) given by

\[
m = \frac{E^2\{r^2\}}{E\{(r^2 - E(r^2))^2\}} \tag{7}
\]

The parameter \( \Omega \) controls the spread of the distribution and is given as the mean or statistical expectation of \( r^2 \) variable given as:

\[
\Omega = E\{r^2\} \tag{8}
\]

The corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF) \( F_R(r) \) can be expressed as

\[
F_R(r) = P\left(mr^2 \Omega, m\right) \tag{9}
\]

where \( P(\ldots) \) is the incomplete Gamma function. In the special case \( m = 1 \), Nakagami reduces to Rayleigh distribution. For \( m > 1 \), the fluctuations of the signal strength reduce compared to Rayleigh fading, and Nakagami tends to be Ricean. The Nakagami distribution seems to be a good fit for Rayleigh fading with an average value of the parameter \( m = 1 \), as stated in [9]. It also seemed to fit the Ricean distribution between \( 1 < m < 2 \). The one to one mapping
between \( m \) parameter and \( q \) parameter for \( m < 1 \), allowing the Nakagami-\( m \) distribution to closely approximate the Nakagami-\( q \) distribution is given as \( m = \frac{(1+q^2)^2}{2(1+2q^2)}, \quad m < 1 \).

### III. TECHNIQUES TO MITIGATE FAADING EFFECTS

Mobile communications require signal processing techniques that improve the link performance. Equalization, diversity and channel coding are some improvement techniques for channel impairments.

Equalization compensates for ISI created by multipath within time dispersive channels. An equalizer within a receiver compensates for the average range of expected channel amplitude and delay characteristics. In other words, an equalizer is a filter at the mobile receiver whose impulse response is the reciprocal (inverse) of the channel impulse response. As such equalizers find their use in frequency selective fading channels. If the channel impulse response be \( H_C(f) \), the equalizer should have the transfer function given by \( H_{eq}(f) = \frac{1}{H_C(f)} \).

Channel coding improves the performance of mobile communication link by adding redundant data bits in transmitted message. Channel Coding is used to correct deep fading or spectral null [11]. A general framework of fading effects and their mitigation techniques is shown in figure 3.

Diversity is another technique used to compensate fast fading and is usually implemented using two or more receiving antennas. It is based on the fact that individual channels experience different levels of fading and interference. Multiple versions (or replicas) of the same signal may be transmitted and/or received and combined in the receiver. It is usually employed to reduce the depths and duration of the fades experienced by a receiver in a fading channel [3].

![Figure 3 - A general framework of fading effects and their mitigation techniques](image)

**A. Equalization**

ISI has been identified as one of the major obstacles to high speed data transmission over mobile radio channels. If the modulation bandwidth exceeds the *coherence bandwidth* of the radio channel (i.e., frequency selective fading), modulation pulses are spread in time, causing ISI. Depending on the transmission media, the main causes for ISI are band limiting in the cable lines and multipath propagation in cellular communication.

For a reliable digital transmission system it is necessary to reduce the effects of ISI. The needs for equalizers [12] arise from the fact that the channel is dispersive in both amplitude and phase which results in the interference of the transmitted signals with one another. The design of the transmitters and receivers depends on the assumption that the channel transfer function is known. But, in most of the digital communications applications, the channel transfer function is not known at enough level to incorporate appropriate filters to remove the channel effect at the transmitters and receivers [13]. For example, in circuit switching communications, the channel transfer function is usually constant, but it changes for every different path from the transmitter to the receiver. It is worthwhile to mention here that there are some non-stationary channels like wireless communications. These channels transfer functions vary with time, so that it is not possible to use an optimum filter for these types of channels. This problem can be solved by equalizers. Equalizer is meant to work in such a way that BER should be low at high SNR level. Equalizer gives the inverse of channel to the received signal and combination of channel and equalizer gives a flat frequency response and linear
phase [14-16]. An equalizer at the front end of a receiver compensates for the average range of expected channel amplitude and delay characteristics.

Equalizer is usually implemented at baseband or IF in a receiver as shown in figure 4. Here

\[ y(t) = x(t)^* f^*(t) + n_b(t) \]  

(10)

where \( f^*(t) \) complex conjugate of is \( f(t) \), \( n_b(t) \) is baseband noise at the input of the equalizer as defined in figure 4. Now message data \( \bar{d}(t) \) is given as

\[ \bar{d}(t) = y(t)^* h_{eq}(t) \]

\[ = x(t)^* f^*(t)^* h_{eq}(t) + n_b(t)^* h_{eq}(t) \]  

(11)

where \( h_{eq}(t) \) is the impulse response of the equalizer. Since,

\[ F^*(-f)^* H_{eq}(f) = 1 \]  

(12)

Thus, if the channel is frequency selective, equalizer enhances the frequency components with small amplitudes and attenuates the strong frequencies in the received frequency response [17]. As the mobile fading channels are random and time varying, equalizers must track the time-varying characteristics of the mobile channel and therefore should be time varying or adaptive.

---

**Disadvantages of Equalization**

- Even though the channel impulse response has finite length, the impulse response of the equalizer needs to be infinitely long.
- At some frequencies the received signal may be weak at some time instants. To compensate, the magnitude of the zero forcing equalizer grows very large. As a consequence any noise added after the channel gets boosted by a large factor and destroys the overall SNR.
- The basic limitation of a linear equalizer, such as transversal filter, is the poor performance on the channel having spectral nulls [18].

---

Fig. 4  Block diagram of simplified communication system using adaptive equalizer at receiver

1) **Disadvantages of Equalization**

- Even though the channel impulse response has finite length, the impulse response of the equalizer needs to be infinitely long.
- At some frequencies the received signal may be weak at some time instants. To compensate, the magnitude of the zero forcing equalizer grows very large. As a consequence any noise added after the channel gets boosted by a large factor and destroys the overall SNR.
- The basic limitation of a linear equalizer, such as transversal filter, is the poor performance on the channel having spectral nulls [18].
B. Channel Coding

In channel coding, redundant data bits are added in the transmitted message so that if an instantaneous fade occurs in the channel, the data may still be recovered at the receiver without the request of retransmission. This is what is called forward error correction. A channel coder maps the transmitted message into another specific code sequence containing more bits. Coded message is then modulated for transmission in the wireless channel [19]. A linear (n, k) block code is an example which maps k-bit messages into n-bit coded words. Channel Coding is used by both transmitter and receiver to detect or correct errors introduced in the digital communication channel [20]. Figure 5 below shows the channel coding concept in digital communication system.

![Channel Coding Diagram](image)

**Fig. 5 Channel coding in Digital Communication system**

1) Advantages of Channel Coding

- Channel coding deals with error control techniques. If the data at the output of a communications system has incurred errors that are too frequent for the desired use, the errors can often be reduced by using a number of techniques.
- Coding permits an increased rate of information transfer at a fixed (specified) bit or symbol error rate, or a reduced error rate for a fixed transfer rate.

2) Noise Channel Coding Theorem

In information theory, the noisy-channel coding theorem (sometimes Shannon's theorem), establishes that for any given degree of noise contamination of a communication channel, it is possible to communicate discrete data (digital information) nearly error-free up to a computable maximum rate through the channel. This result was presented by Claude Shannon in 1948 [2]. Stated by Shannon, the theorem describes the maximum possible efficiency or trade-off of error-correcting methods versus levels of noise interference and data corruption. Shannon's theorem has wide-ranging applications in both communications and data storage. This theorem is of foundational importance to the modern field of information theory and coding. Shannon only gave an outline of the proof. The first rigorous proof is due to Amiel Feinstein in 1954.

The Shannon theorem states that

*Given a noisy channel with channel capacity C and information transmitted at a rate R, then if R < C there exist codes that allow the probability of error at the receiver to be made arbitrarily small. This means that, theoretically, it is possible to transmit information nearly without error at any rate below a limiting rate, C [19],[21].*

The converse is also important. If R > C, the probability of error at the receiver cannot be made arbitrarily small simply by using coding. All codes will have a probability of error greater than a certain positive minimal level, and this level increases as the rate increases. So, information cannot be transmitted reliably across a channel at rates beyond the channel capacity [22]. The theorem does not address the rare situation in which rate and capacity are equal. The channel capacity C can be calculated from the physical properties of a channel; we now give here the mathematical statement for a band-limited channel with Gaussian noise, using the Shannon–Hartley theorem.
Mathematical Statement

For every discrete memory less channel (see figure 6), the channel capacity \( C \) is defined as

\[
C = \max I(X;Y)
\]

(13)

where \( I(X;Y) \) is the mutual information between the transmitted variable \( X \) and the observed variable \( Y \). The maximization is to be obtained over the source symbol transmission probability \( p(x_i) \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots \). The channel capacity has the following property.

For any infinitesimal small error \( \epsilon > 0 \) and \( R < C \), there exists a code of length \( N \) and rate \( \geq R \) and a decoding algorithm, such that the maximal probability of block error is \( \leq \epsilon \). If a probability of bit error \( p_b \) is acceptable, rates up to \( R(p_b) \) are achievable, where

\[
R(p_b) = \frac{C}{1 - H_2(p_b)}
\]

(14)

where, \( H_2(p_b) \) is the binary entropy function, given by

\[
H_2(p_b) = -[p_b \log_2(p_b) + (1 - p_b) \log_2(1 - p_b)]
\]

(15)

For any \( p_b \), rates greater than \( R(p_b) \) are not achievable.

Corollary 1: While dealing within maximum channel capacity, introduction of redundant bits increase the transmitter rate and hence bandwidth requirement also increases, while decreasing the bandwidth efficiency, but it also decreases the BER.

Corollary 2: If data redundancy is not introduced in a wideband noisy environment, errors free performance is not possible (for example, Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) communication in 3G mobile phones).

IV. DIVERSITY AND COMBINING TECHNIQUES

In wireless transmission, signal quality suffers severe degradations due to effects like fading caused by multipath propagation. To reduce such effects, diversity, as proposed by [6], can be used to transfer different samples of same signal (that is replica of same signal) over essentially independent channels. There are several approaches to implement diversity in wireless transmission. Diversity exploits the random nature of radio propagation by finding independent signal paths for communication. As there is more than one path to select, both the instantaneous and average SNRs at receiver may be optimized significantly. Diversity decisions are usually made by receiver. Unlike equalization, diversity requires no training overhead as a training sequence. Note that if the distance between two receivers is a multiple of \( \lambda/2 \), there might occur a destructive interference between the two signals, where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the carrier. Hence receivers in diversity technique are used in such a way that the signal received by one is independent of the other.

A. Types of Diversity

There are several different kinds of diversity employed in wireless communication systems, namely, frequency, time, and space diversities.
1) Frequency Diversity:

Frequency diversity utilizes transmission of the same signal at two different well-spaced frequency carriers achieving two independently fading versions of a signal. Frequency diversity is the simultaneous use of multiple frequencies to transmit information. This technique is used to mitigate the effects of multipath fading since the component wavelengths for different frequencies possibly result in different and uncorrelated fading characteristics [6]. It is most likely that the signals will not suffer the same level of attenuation at different frequencies, the receiver picks up the strongest signal to control the transmission. The waves transmitted on different frequencies effectively induce different multipath structure in the propagation media. The replicas of the transmitted signal are transmitted to the receiver in the form of redundancy in the frequency domain. As shown in figure 7, signal $s(t)$ is modulated through $M$ different carriers in the frequency interval $W_s$. The separation between the carriers should be at least the *coherent bandwidth* $\Delta f$ and it represents the frequency separation of uncorrelated signals. Here different copies undergo independent fading [23]. Thus the total transmitted power is split among the carriers. It is obviously a cost-effective mechanism to use because of difficulties to generate several transmitted signals and the combining signals received at several different frequencies simultaneously. Frequency diversity consumes extra bandwidth.

![Fig. 7 Frequency diversity](image)

2) Time Diversity:

Time diversity is achieved by transmitting same bit of information repetitively at short time intervals. A redundant forward error correction code is added and message is spread in time by means of *bit-interleaving* before it is transmitted. Thus, error bursts are avoided, which simplifies the error correction. Another constraint in time diversity is that the time difference between two transmissions should be large compared to the time it takes the mobile antenna to move half a wavelength. In systems with stationary antennas, such as indoor wireless communication, time diversity will be less effective as the channel characteristics do not change very much with time. However, time diversity may be helpful if uncorrelated interference signals are experienced during successive attempts [6].

As shown in figure 8, desired signal $s(t)$ is transmitted in $M$ different periods of time i.e., each symbol is transmitted $M$ times in the frequency interval $W_s$. The interval between transmissions of same symbol should be at least the *coherence time* $\Delta t$. Here also it is assumed that different copies undergo independent fading to different degrees. This leads to reduction in efficiency (effective data rate < real data rate).

![Fig. 8 Time diversity](image)
3) **Space Diversity**

Space diversity is considered as a method of transmission or reception, or both, in which the effects of fading are minimized by the simultaneous use of two or more physically separated antennas, ideally separated by one half or more wavelengths. Signals received from spatially separated antennas have uncorrelated envelopes. Space diversity, which has been widely exploited in wireless communications to combat channel fading, promises higher data rates and larger network coverage [3]. Space diversity is achieved by using multiple antennas at the base station or at the mobile station or at both ends. Spatial diversity techniques can effectively mitigate the performance deterioration caused by fading, without imposing delay or bandwidth expansion and this property is clearly desirable from efficiency and system usability points of view [23]. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) consecutively shows a generalized concept of space diversity.

![Fig. 9 (a) Space Diversity: One Transmitter – N Receiver Antennas](image1)

![Fig. 9 (b) Space Diversity: N Transmitter – 1 Receiver Antennas](image2)

**Fig. 9 Space Diversity schematics for different number of transmitter and receiver antennas.**

4) **Rotated Diversity**

Modulation diversity (MD) is also known as signal space diversity (SSD); this scheme can improve system performance without requiring additional bandwidth and power [24], [25]. The principle underlying the modulation diversity is based on the rotation of multi-dimensional signal constellation in which the components of the signal constellation points are sent over independent fading channels. In 2D signal constellation, the components are sent as in phase and quadrature phase for baseband transmission.

Signal space diversity (SSD) scheme achieves diversity gain in fading channels. The scheme is based on rotation of signal constellation and component-wise interleaving. Due to these operations, the decision boundaries for the SSD are no longer perpendicular. That is why different coordination approaches are required for the analysis of error rates as compared to conventional rectangular coordinates [26]. In this line, reference [27] explores the signal space diversity (SSD) scheme combined with receiver MRC in order to achieve more diversity gain in fading environments. Rotation diversity makes use of an interleaver and de-interleaver pair with in-phase and quadrature components of the received signals being affected by independent channel fading coefficients. These fading coefficients called channel state information (CSI) are assumed known at the receiver. Error performance has been studied by many researchers for rotated signal constellation [24]-[29].

**B. Combining Methods**

Several copies of the transmitted signal undergo independent fading and are combined at the receiver in a way to increase overall received power. Different types of diversity call for different combining methods. Here, we review several common diversity combining methods.
1) Combining Techniques for Microscopic Diversity

Microscopic Diversity deals with short term fading effects. In this case what follows is to obtain a number of signals with equal mean power through the use of diversity schemes. Many researchers have been working on combining techniques in different environments [30]-[41]. Three types of linear diversity combining schemes are popular:

- Selection Combining (SC)
- Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC)
- Equal Gain Combining (EGC)

**Selection Combining**

The algorithm for selective diversity combining is based on the principle that at the receiver end, one selects the best signal among all of the signals received from different branches [30]. Consider M branches assuming that the instantaneous signal to noise ratio achieved on each branch is \( \gamma_i \) \((i = 0, 2, ..., M - 1)\). Each of \( \gamma_i \) are thus distributed exponentially. The PDF of \( \gamma_i \) is given by

\[
p(r_i) = \frac{1}{\gamma_o} \exp(-r_i/\gamma_o)
\]

where \( \gamma_o = (E_o/N_o)2\sigma^2 \) is the mean signal to noise ratio. \( E_o/N_o \) is the mean Signal to Noise ratio without fading.

The CDF \( P(\gamma_i) \) of the SNR is thus,

\[
P(\gamma_i \leq \gamma) = \int_0^\gamma p(x)dx = 1 - \exp(-\gamma/\gamma_o)
\]

The combining method of selection diversity is by picking the best branch of the set of received branches by comparing each one with every other branch [31]. Then the probability that the selected SNR of the branch is less than \( \gamma \) is

\[
P(\gamma) = P(\max \gamma_i \leq \gamma) = P(\gamma_1 \leq \gamma, \gamma_2 \leq \gamma, ..., \gamma_M \leq \gamma) = \prod_{i=1}^{M} (1 - \exp(-\gamma/\gamma_o))
\]

or,

\[
P(\gamma) = (1 - \exp(-\gamma/\gamma_o))^M
\]

which is more than the required SNR for a single branch receiver. This expression shows the advantage when a selection diversity is used. The performance of diversity systems is usually described by comparing the CDFs of various combining methods. The main task of selection diversity lies in monitoring the signals at a rate faster than that of the fading process when the largest of them all is to be selected [32]. However, for practical implementation, measurement of the instantaneous SNR may be difficult or expensive for high signaling rates. Overall SNR can be obtained as [33].

\[
\gamma = \frac{A^2E_o}{N_o} = \max\{\gamma_1, \gamma_2, ..., \gamma_M\}
\]

where, \( A = \max\{ A_1, A_2, ..., A_M \} \) is the fading attenuation of branch.

Figure 10 depicts a simplified block diagram of Selection Combiner technique. Here M diversity branches are received from M independent Rayleigh fading channels, whose gains are adjusted to provide the same average SNR for each branch. The receiver branch having the highest instantaneous SNR is selected.
Maximum Ratio Combining

In MRC, all the branches are taken into consideration simultaneously. Each of the branch signals is weighted with a gain factor proportional to its own SNR. The MRC scheme requires that the signals be added up after bringing them to the same phase [34], [35]. The gain associated with the $i^{th}$ branch is decided by the SNR of the corresponding branch. If $a_i$ is the signal envelope in the $i^{th}$ branch then the combined signal envelope is given as

$$a = \sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i g_i$$

Assuming that the noise components in the channel are independent and identically distributed in each branch, total noise power $N_t$ is

$$N_t = N_0 \sum_{i=1}^{M} g_i^2$$

The resulting SNR is thus given by

$$\gamma = a^2 (E_b/N_0) = (E_b/N_0) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} g_i a_i \right)^2 \left/ \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} g_i^2 \right)^2 \right.$$  (22)

Utilizing the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality,

$$\gamma \leq (E_b/N_0) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i^2 \right)$$  (23)

where, $E_b/N_0$ is the mean Signal to Noise ratio without fading. The maximum value of the output SNR after MRC is obtained as [36]

$$\gamma = (E_b/N_0) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i^2 \right)$$

or,

$$\gamma = \sum_{i=1}^{M} (E_b/N_0) (a_i^2) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \gamma_i$$  (24)

Thus we notice that sum of SNRs of the individual branches yields the final SNR of the output.

Let $\gamma = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \gamma_i$,
\( \gamma \) is distributed with degree 2M as \( \gamma_i \) is distributed with degree 2, which is the same as an exponential distribution.

Then the PDF \( p(\gamma) \) of \( \gamma \) is given by

\[
p(\gamma) = \frac{1}{(M-1)!} \cdot (\gamma^{M-1} / \gamma_0^M) \cdot \exp(-\gamma / \gamma_0),
\]

where \( \gamma_o = (E_b / N_o)2\sigma^2 \) is the mean signal to noise ratio. The CDF \( P(\gamma) \) of \( \gamma \) is

\[
P(\gamma) = \int_0^\gamma 1/(M-1)! \cdot x^{M-1} / \gamma_o^M \cdot \exp(-x / \gamma_o) \, dx
\]

\[
= 1 - \exp(-\gamma / \gamma_0) \sum_{i=1}^M \frac{1}{(i-1)!} \left( \frac{\gamma}{\gamma_o} \right)^{i-1}
\]

The main challenge in MRC combining is co-phasing of the incoming branches after weighting them [37]. Figure 11 shows a simplified diagram of Maximal Ratio Combiner technique. Co-phasing and summing is done for adding up the weighted branch signals in phase. Modern DSP techniques and digital receivers are now making this optimal form, as it gives the best statistical reduction of fading of any known linear diversity combiner [38].

**Equal Gain Combining**

It is a co-phase combining that brings all phases to a common point and combines them. The combined signal is the sum of the instantaneous fading envelopes of the individual branches.

Thus co-phasing and summing is done on the branches which are received directly i.e. \( g_i \)'s of the MRC scheme are made equal to 1, for all \( i = 1, 2, 3, ... M \). The performance of the Equal Gain Combining is worse than the MRC [39]. The combined signal envelop is given by

\[
a = \sum_{i=1}^M a_i
\]

and the resulting SNR is
\[
\gamma = a^2 \left( \frac{E_b}{MN_0} \right) = \left( \frac{E_b}{MN_0} \right) \ast \sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i^2.
\]

Since \( \gamma \) can be represented the square of the sum of \( M \) Rayleigh distributed random variables, no closed form expression of it is possible. Figure 12 depicts a simplified block diagram of Equal Gain Combiner technique. In some cases it is not convenient to provide for the variable weighting capability required for true maximal ratio combining. In such cases, the branch weights are all set unity, but the signals from each branch are co-phased to provide equal gain combining diversity as shown in figure 12. It allows the receiver to exploit signals that are simultaneously received on each branch. The performance of Equal Gain Combining is marginally inferior to MRC and superior to Selection Diversity [40].

The expected value of SNR is given by,
\[
E[\gamma] = (E_b/MN_0)E[\left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} A_i \right)^2]
\]
where \( A_i \) is Rayleigh random variable. More specifically, we may write
\[
E[\gamma] = (E_b/MN_0)E[\sum_{i} \sum_{j} A_i A_j] = (E_b/MN_0) \sum_{i} \sum_{j} E[A_i A_j]
\]

For uncorrelated branches, we have the property \( E[A_i A_j] = E[A_i]E[A_j] \). Since \( A_i \) is assumed Rayleigh random variable, \( E[A_i^2] = 2\sigma^2 \) which implies that,
\[
E[\gamma] = (E_b/MN_0) \ast (2M\sigma^2 + M (M - 1)\pi\sigma^2 / 2) = \gamma_o [1 + (M - 1)\pi / 4]
\]
where \( \gamma_o = (E_b/N_0)2\sigma^2 \) is the mean signal to noise ratio. For large \( M \),
\[
E[\gamma] = \pi M\gamma_o / 4
\]

Thus, Equal Gain Combining is worse than MRC approximately by a factor of \( \pi / 4 \approx 0.8 \).

Table 1 summarizes a comparison between combining schemes. It is known that, from a performance point of view, MRC is optimum and gives the best performance among the pre-described combining schemes [41].

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Requiring CSI</th>
<th>Outage Probability F(x)</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>( \left[1 - e^{-(\gamma / \gamma_o)}\right]^M )</td>
<td>No Constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>( 1 - e^{-(\gamma / \gamma_o)} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{1}{i!} (\frac{\gamma}{\gamma_o})^i )</td>
<td>No Constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No closed form for ( M &gt; 2 )</td>
<td>No Constraints</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. INTRODUCTION TO MIMO WIRELESS COMMUNICATION**

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems are a natural extension of further developments in antenna array communication. Although the advantages of multiple receive antennas, such as gain and spatial diversity, have been investigated for some time [1],[35],[42], the use of transmit diversity has only been studied in the past [43],[44]. The advantages of MIMO over SISO communications are currently receiving significant attention [45],[46]. Under certain environmental conditions, the power requirements associated with high spectral-efficient communication can be significantly reduced by avoiding the compressive region of the information-theoretic capacity bound. To increase the reliability of the communication systems, multiple antennas can be installed at the transmitter or/and at the receiver. Alamouti code [47] is considered as the simplest transmit diversity scheme while the receive diversity includes...
combining methods such as, maximum ratio, equal gain and selection combining. The idea behind multiple antenna diversity is to supply the receiver by multiple replicas of the same signal transmitted via independent fading channels. Let us describe the MIMO channel in the matrix representation. In the simplest scenario, two data streams are transmitted via two transmit antennas (see figure 13). In contrast to SISO, this generates 4 individual transmission paths, each associated with one complex transmission coefficient. The resulting two by two MIMO transmission channel can be represented mathematically as two by two matrices with 4 complex valued matrix elements. Each of the 2 receivers estimates two of the channel matrix elements based on known reference elements.

The two by two transmission channel model is shown in figure 13 and can be described with two linear equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_0 &= h_{00} * s_0 + h_{01} * s_1 + n_0 \\
    r_1 &= h_{10} * s_0 + h_{11} * s_1 + n_1,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( s_j \) is the transmitted signal from \( j^{th} \) transmit antenna and \( r_i \) is the received signal at the \( i^{th} \) receive antenna. The factors \( h_{ij} \) identify the complex transmission coefficient from the \( j^{th} \) transmit antenna to \( i^{th} \) receive antenna, \( n_j \) reflects the additive noise in the \( i^{th} \) receiver. In matrix format, this is represented as follows:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
    r_0 \\
    r_1
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
    h_{00} & h_{01} \\
    h_{10} & h_{11}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
    s_0 \\
    s_1
\end{pmatrix} +
\begin{pmatrix}
    n_0 \\
    n_1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Or, in short, \( r = H * s + n \)

(37)

where,

\[
r = (r_0, r_1)^T, \quad s = (s_0, s_1)^T, \quad n = (n_0, n_1)^T, \quad H =
\begin{pmatrix}
    h_{00} & h_{01} \\
    h_{10} & h_{11}
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

To solve the equation, channel matrix \( H \) as defined above must be estimated. To demonstrate, the transmission coefficients \( h_{ij} \) can be interpreted with \( i \neq j \) as crosstalk.

One benefit of multiple antenna systems is that it can tremendously increase the channel capacity by sending independent signals from different transmitting antennas. An example of such category of multiple antenna technologies is the Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (BLAST) spatial multiplexing schemes that boost up the channel capacity. In addition, smart antenna technique can also significantly increase the data rate and improve the quality of wireless transmission limited by interference, local scattering and multipath propagation. Multiple User Multiple Input Multiple Output (MU-MIMO) systems can provide higher data rates than Single User Multiple Input Multiple Output (SU-MIMO) by transmitting signals to multiple mobile stations (MSs) simultaneously over the same spectrum. Previous studies mainly focused on maximizing the spectral efficiency of MU-MIMO systems, some examples of which can be found in [11, [48], [49]. A trade-off between the spatial multiplexing gain and the inter-user interference, spectral efficient mode switching between SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO was presented in [49]. Figure 14 summarizes the different multiple antenna technologies.
A. MIMO Types

The space diversity scheme has become more attractive diversity technique in recent years due to its flexibility of use with other diversity techniques [50]. The MIMO system can be broadly classified as Multi-antenna type and Cooperative MIMO type.

1) Multi-Antenna Types

In multi-antenna types, multiple antennas are placed at the transmitter and receiver. This multi-antenna communication is categorized in three different forms, based on the number of antenna. These are known as multiple-input-single output (MISO), single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) and multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) as shown in Table 2. By using space diversity MIMO techniques have shown tremendous improvements in reliability and throughput in wireless communication systems. The size, cost and hardware constraints in the use of MIMO techniques may not always be feasible especially in small portable devices such as cell phones. To address this problem, the concept of cooperative diversity was introduced.

![Multiple Antenna Systems Diagram]

Fig. 14 Multiple antenna technologies - examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multi-antenna types</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SISO</td>
<td>Single-input-single-output: the transmitter and receiver of the radio system have only one antenna each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMO</td>
<td>Single-input-multiple-output: the receiver has multiple antennas while the transmitter has one antenna.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISO</td>
<td>Multiple-input-single-output: the transmitter has multiple antennas while the receiver has one antenna.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIMO</td>
<td>Multiple-input-multiple-output: both the transmitter and receiver have multiple antennas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Cooperative MIMO

In a transmission between a single transmitting station and a single receiving station, MIMO can be realized by using multiple antennas at the transmitting and receiving stations. Although the same approach can be used to implement MIMO in an infrastructure-based relay system, there is a fundamental difference in that relay transmissions are made from multiple transmitting stations to a single receiving station. The signal transmission from multiple sources to a single destination can be thought of as if the signals are from different antenna elements of a single source.
The term cooperative MIMO is used to distinguish this scheme from the conventional one (without any cooperation between the transmitting stations) in which identical signals are transmitted.

Cooperative MIMO can be used to enhance the performance of an infrastructure-based relay system by having the Base Station (BS) and multiple Relay Stations (RS) participating in the relay transmission to perform identical space-time encoding processes but transmit different layers of the space-time code. For example, in each hop of the relay transmission, all cooperating stations generate a common orthogonal space-time code (OSTBC) matrix, and individual transmitting stations transmit only those columns designated to them [51-53]. One notable advantage of cooperative MIMO in relay transmissions is that spatial multiplexing gain can be achieved; even if the transmitting stations do not have multiple transmit antennas, as long as the receiving station has multiple antennas. Figure 15 gives an illustration of cooperative communication.

![Cooperative Communication](image)

Fig. 15 Cooperative Communication

B. MIMO Diversity

In communication systems, we are faced with the challenge to increase the reliability of the communication operation between transmitter and receiver while maintaining a high spectral efficiency. The ultimate solution relies in the use of diversity, which can be viewed as a form of redundancy [54]. Multiple antenna systems have been known to increase diversity to combat channel fading. Each pair of transmit and receive antennas provides a signal path from the transmitter to the receiver. By sending signals that carry the same information through different paths, multiple independently faded replicas of the data symbol can be obtained at the receiver end; hence more reliable reception is achieved [47] but with more redundancy. In a slow Rayleigh fading environment with one transmit and N receive antennas, the transmitted signal is passed through N different paths. If the fading is independent across antenna pairs, a maximal diversity gain of N can be achieved [3]. The average error probability has been found to decay by $\frac{1}{\gamma^N}$ (where $\gamma$ is the average SNR) at high SNR in contrast to $\gamma$ for the single input single output (SISO) system. With multiple transmit antennas M and one receive antenna, the underlying idea is still averaging over multiple path gains to increase the reliability. It has been shown that with M transmit antennas and one receive antenna, a diversity gain within 0.1dB that of N receive antennas with one transmit antenna can be achieved [11], [55].

1) Introduction to Transmit Diversity Techniques

Antenna arrays can be used in wireless communications systems because of their potential capabilities in combating fading, mitigating multipath distortion, and enhancing signal-to-noise ratio. Antenna arrays are predominantly used in the receive mode; however, there has been an increased interest in using antenna arrays in the transmit mode also. Transmit diversity provides essentially the same benefits as receive diversity and can also be extended to perform transmit-beam forming [56-62].

The major problem associated with the receive diversity approach is the cost, size and power of the remote units. The use of multiple antennas and carriers at radio frequency (RF) makes the remote units larger in size and more expensive. As a result, diversity techniques have almost exclusively been applied to base stations to improve their reception quality. Since a base station often serves several thousands of remote units, it finds less expensive to add equipments to the base stations rather than to the remote units. For this reason, transmit diversity schemes are very attractive. The simple transmit diversity scheme suggested by Alamouti and the space time coding suggested by V. Tarokh et al. [63] triggered research in this area. Several transmission schemes such as spatial multiplexing, spatial diversity (space-time coding) and Smart Antennas & beam forming techniques have been proposed that utilize the MIMO channel in different ways.

In spatial multiplexing techniques, information is demultiplexed and independently transmitted over multiple antennas. This will increase data rate due to multiplexing but diversity gain is reduced because of higher error rate. Spatial diversity techniques transmit the same information over multiple antennas improving error rate and in turn diversity gain is achieved.
Transmit diversity can be combined with error control coding to have better error performance in the link. A more optimal scheme is the joint design of transmit diversity, error control coding and modulation [23]. The technique is called Space-Time Coding (STC). With STC, diversity and coding gain can be achieved without bandwidth expansion. Large capacity gains have been shown possible by using MIMO systems, and STC is a way to approach the capacity limit. Channel capacity formulas for different combinations of transmit and receive antennas can be found in [65]. In practice, multiple diversity schemes are usually used together in practices.

2) Spatial Diversity Techniques

Spatial Diversity can be achieved by deploying multiple transmit antennas (transmit diversity) or multiple receive antennas (receive diversity) with sufficient spacing between antennas. The main idea of transmit diversity is to provide a diversity and/or coding gain by sending redundant signals over multiple transmit antennas [23], [63]. At the receiver we use a combining scheme which eliminates spatial interference from other antennas. In all the combining schemes it is assumed that the channel state information (CSI) is known to the receiver. Unlike frequency diversity where additional bandwidth may be required and time diversity where additional time slots are required, spatial diversity does not require additional bandwidth or transmission time.

Closed-Loop Transmit Diversity (CLTD) Scheme

In closed-loop transmit diversity scheme, the transmitter has the prior knowledge of the channel via a feedback path from the receiver to the transmitter through the channel. The channel experienced by each receive antenna is randomly varying in time. For the \( i \)th receive antenna, each transmitted symbol gets multiplied by a randomly varying complex number \( h_i \). The channel is a flat fading Rayleigh channel, the real and imaginary parts of \( h \) are Gaussian distributed having mean \( \mu_{h_i} = 0 \) and variance \( \sigma^2_{h_i} = 0.5 \). The channel experienced by each transmit antenna to receive antenna is assumed independent from the other channels experienced by other transmit antennas. On the receive antenna, the noise \( n \) has the Gaussian probability density function with mean \( \mu = 0 \) and variance \( \sigma^2 = N_o/2 \). A case of 2 transmit - 1 receive antenna is depicted in figure 16 below. The channel parameters \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) correspond to the links from transmit antenna #1 and #2 to receive antenna #1, respectively.

On the receive antenna \( R_X \), the received signal is,

\[
y_i = [h_1 h_2] \begin{bmatrix} x \\ x \end{bmatrix} + n = (h_1 + h_2) x + n
\]

where \( y_i \) is the received symbol, \( h_i \) is the channel on the \( i \)th transmit antenna, \( x \) is the transmitted symbol and \( n \) is the noise on the receive antenna. When transmit beam forming (closed-loop) is applied, the symbol from each transmit antenna is multiplied by a complex number corresponding to the inverse of the phase (the channel effect are reversed) of the channel to ensure that the signals add constructively at the receiver. Thus the received signal can be expressed as,

\[
y = [h_1 h_2] \begin{bmatrix} e^{-j\theta_1} \\ e^{-j\theta_2} \end{bmatrix} x + n
\]

where,
\[ h_1 = |h_1|e^{-j\theta} \quad \text{and} \quad h_2 = |h_2|e^{-j\theta}. \] (40)

In this case, the signal at the receiver is,
\[ y = (|h_1| + |h_2|)x + n \] (41)

For equalization, we need to divide the received symbol \( y \) with the new effective channel, i.e.
\[ \hat{y} = \frac{y}{(|h_1| + |h_2|)} = x + \frac{n}{(|h_1| + |h_2|)} \] (42)

Later on, V. Tarokh, H. Jafarkhani and A. Calderbank proposed a generalized theory of the complex orthogonal space-time codes in which more than two antennas can be used and the code rate can be fractional as well. In the following we present the two different types of space-time codes.

**Complex Orthogonal Space-Time Codes**

The main idea of transmit diversity is to provide a diversity (gain) by sending redundant signals over multiple transmit antennas [9]. At the receiver we use a combining scheme which eliminates spatial interference from other antennas. In all these schemes it is assumed that channel state information is known to the receiver. However, the value of transmit diversity was only recognized in 1998, when Alamouti proposed a simple technique for two transmit antennas [54]. In the same year, Tarokh, Seshadri, and Calderbank presented their space-time trellis codes (STTCs) [64], which are two-dimensional coding schemes for systems with multiple transmit antennas. The basic structure of a space-time coding scheme is illustrated in figure 17. The pre-processing of the redundant transmission signals is performed by the space-time encoder, which depends very much on the specific scheme under consideration. At the receiver, corresponding detection/decoding process is carried out by space-time decoder.

Motivated by the simple receiver structure of [47], orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBCs) were introduced in [56], which constitute a generalization of Alamouti’s scheme with more than two transmit antennas. OSTBCs are designed to achieve full diversity with regard to the number of transmit and receive antennas. In contrast to STTCs, OSTBCs do not offer any additional coding gain. OSTBCs are based on the mathematical theory of orthogonal designs, which dates back to the 1890s. Orthogonal designs are a special class of orthogonal matrices. In general, the use of OSTBCs causes a rate loss when compared to an un-encoded single-antenna system. Given a complex-valued modulation scheme, the only full-rate OSTBC is Alamouti’s transmit diversity scheme [3] for two transmit antennas. In [56] it was shown that rate ~ 1/2 OSTBCs for complex-valued modulation schemes can be constructed for any number of transmit antennas. However, the following conditions must be satisfied.

1. Square transmission matrix (that is, number of transmit antennas \( N_t \) equals the number of used time slots \( m \)).
2. A unity code rate (number of used time slots \( m \) equal to number of transmitted symbols).
3. Orthogonality of the transmission matrix \( S \) in the time and space domains (\( SS^H = S^H S \)) where \( S^H \) is the conjugate transpose of \( S \).
As said earlier, the simplest complex orthogonal space-time code is the Alamouti code which uses two transmit antennas and one receive antenna. Furthermore, this scheme requires that the fading channel envelope to remain constant over two time slots.

Figure 18 shows the receiver structure used for decoding the combined received symbols in Alamouti scheme. At the receiver the following signals are received (with applying the complex conjugate to the received signal at slot $t_2$).

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
y_1 \\
y_2^*
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
h_1 & h_2 \\
h_2^* & -h_1^*
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
s_1 \\
s_2
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
n_1 \\
n_2
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(43)

The linear combiner multiplies the received symbols by the Hermitian transpose of the channel matrix (for simplicity, we consider that channel is perfectly estimated). The output of the linear combiner is then given by

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
x_1 \\
x_2
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
h_1^2 + h_2^2 \\
h_2^2
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
s_1 \\
s_2
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
w_1 \\
w_2
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(44)

where $w_1$ and $w_2$ are the noise components at combiner output. Maximum-Likelihood (ML) decoder is then applied to recover the transmitted symbols. As one can see, the simplicity of the receiver is due to the spatial-temporal orthogonality of the transmission matrix. A complex orthogonal space-time code using 4 or 8 antennas was proposed by Tarokh et al. in [56].

**Generalized Complex Orthogonal Space-Time Codes**

Tarokh, Jafarkhani, and Calderbank [56] performed analysis of space-time codes with more than two antennas based on complex orthogonal designs. Generalized complex orthogonal designs are distinguished from Alamouti code in the sense that the transmission matrix is non-square (that is, number of used time slots ≠ number of transmit antennas) and has fractional code rate (number of transmitted symbols < number of used time slots). Orthogonality of the transmission matrix is only guaranteed in the time sense.

As a consequence of these properties, the spectral efficiency is reduced and the number of time slots is increased over which the channel property does not vary. The transmission matrix of a generalized complex space-time code with 3 antennas, 4 transmitted symbols ($s_i$, $i = 1, 2, 3$ and 4) and 8 used time slots is given by [65].
In this line, researchers were inclined to increase the rate of the space-time codes [66]. For example a generalized complex space time code with 4 antennas, 3 transmitted symbols and 4 time slots are given by two methods [48]:

$$G_3 = \begin{bmatrix}
  s_1 & s_2 & s_3 \\
  -s_2 & s_1 & -s_4 \\
  -s_4 & s_4 & s_1 \\
  s_3 & s_4 & s_2 \\
  s_1^* & s_2^* & s_3^* \\
  -s_2^* & s_1^* & -s_4^* \\
  -s_3^* & s_4^* & s_1^* \\
  -s_4^* & -s_3^* & s_2^*
\end{bmatrix}$$

$$C_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
  s_1 & s_2 & s_3^* & \frac{s_3}{\sqrt{2}} & \frac{s_3}{\sqrt{2}} \\
  -s_2^* & s_1^* & s_3 & -s_3 & s_3 \\
  \frac{s_3}{\sqrt{2}} & \frac{s_3}{\sqrt{2}} & -s_1 - s_2^* + s_2^* & (s_1 - s_1^* - s_2 - s_2^*) & (s_1 - s_1^* - s_2 - s_2^*) \\
  \frac{2}{\sqrt{2}} & \frac{2}{\sqrt{2}} & (s_1 - s_1^* + s_2 + s_2^*) & (s_1 + s_1^* + s_2 - s_2^*) & (s_1 + s_1^* + s_2 - s_2^*)
\end{bmatrix}$$

(45)

(46)

This code achieve code rate of 3/4. One problem with $C_1$ is that it has uneven power distribution among the transmitted symbols. This means that the signal does not have a constant envelope and that the power each antenna must transmit has to vary, both of which are undesirable. An improved version for same combination is given by:

$$C_2 = \begin{bmatrix}
  s_1 & s_2 & s_3 & 0 \\
  -s_2^* & s_1^* & 0 & -s_3 \\
  -s_3^* & 0 & s_1^* & s_2 \\
  0 & -s_3^* & s_2^* & s_1
\end{bmatrix}$$

(47)

Table 3 summarizes the difference between Alamouti and space-time code characterized by the transmission matrix $G_3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space-time Code</th>
<th>Number of $T_X$ antennas</th>
<th>Number of Transmitted Symbols, $T$</th>
<th>Number of Used time slots, $m$</th>
<th>Orthogonality of $T_X$ matrix</th>
<th>Rate = $l/m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Spatial-temporal sense</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Only temporal sense</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Temporal sense</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Temporal sense</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximizing Data Rate Using Spatial Multiplexing

In the previous section, we have discussed that MIMO diversity can be used in either sides of the transmitter, receiver or in both to increase the reliability of communication. In this section we review some spatial multiplexing schemes which are aimed at increasing the channel capacity. The most known spatial multiplexing schemes are the BLAST.
family which includes Vertical-BLAST (V-BLAST), Diagonal-BLAST (D-BLAST) and Turbo-BLAST (T-BLAST). The acronym BLAST stands for “Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time”.

**Diagonal-BLAST**

D-BLAST was originally proposed by G. J. Foschini [67] in 1996. In D-BLAST, the symbols to be transmitted are arranged on the diagonals of the space-time transmission matrix with the elements under the diagonal padded with zeros. Fig. 19 (a) depicts the structure of the D-BLAST transmitter for three transmit antennas. At first, the bit stream is de-multiplexed into three parallel streams which are encoded and modulated independently. Encoded-modulated bit streams are cycled over time. Equation (55) is an example of the transmission matrix \( S \) when using four transmit antennas. The first diagonal of \( S \) is transmitted via the first antenna; the second diagonal is transmitted via antenna 2, and so on.

**Vertical-BLAST**

A simplified version of D-BLAST was proposed by P. Wolniansky known as Vertical-BLAST or V-BLAST [68] in 1998. In V-BLAST, incoming data stream is de-multiplexed into \( N_t \) streams each of which is encoded and modulated independently and transmitted to its antenna. V-BLAST high-level diagram is depicted in Fig. 19 (b) where three antennas are used at the transmit side. Compared to D-BLAST, V-BLAST does not include cycling over time, and hence complexity is significantly reduced. In addition, unlike D-BLAST, V-BLAST does not include any space-time wastage. At the receiver, transmitted symbols can be decoded using ordered serial interference-cancellation (OSIC) detector. For the OSIC to work properly, the number of receive antennas \( N_r \) must be at least as large as the number of transmit antennas \( N_t \).

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
    s_{1,1} & s_{1,2} & s_{1,3} & s_{1,4} & \ldots & s_{1,K-1} & s_{1,K} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & s_{2,1} & s_{2,2} & s_{2,3} & \ldots & s_{2,K-2} & s_{2,K-1} & s_{2,K} & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & s_{3,1} & s_{3,2} & \ldots & s_{3,K-3} & s_{3,K-2} & s_{3,K-1} & s_{3,K} & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & s_{4,1} & \ldots & s_{4,K-4} & s_{4,K-3} & s_{4,K-2} & s_{4,K-1} & s_{4,K}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(48)

![Figure 19(a) D-BLAST](image)
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Turbo-BLAST

Turbo-BLAST was first described by Sellathurai and Haykin [69] in 2002. The Turbo-BLAST transmitter structure is depicted in Fig. 19 (c). The data stream bits are firstly de-multiplexed into $N_t$ parallel streams which are encoded independently using the block encoder (outer encoder). The output streams of the outer encoder are interleaved independently and passed to the inner encoder. The objective of the outer encoder (channel encoder) is to achieve random-layered space-time (RLST) coding. We list in Table 4 a comparison between diversity order of the different space-time coding and the BLAST family schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIMO Configuration</th>
<th>Diversity order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STBC</td>
<td>$N_t \times N_r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAST</td>
<td>$N_t \times N_r + 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. MIMO-OFDM FOR FUTURE BROADBAND WIRELESS ACCESS

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a form of multi-carrier modulation where the carrier spacing is carefully selected so that each sub-carrier is orthogonal to the other sub carriers. Two signals are orthogonal in some time interval if their inner product is zero over the interval. Orthogonality can be achieved by carefully selecting carrier spacing (for example carrier spacing equal to reciprocal of useful symbol period). As the sub-carriers are orthogonal, the spectrum of each carrier has a null at center frequency of each of other carriers in the system. This results in no interference between the carriers, allowing them to be spaced as close as theoretically possible. Mathematically, suppose we have a set of signals $\psi$ [70].

$$\int_{a}^{b} \psi_p(t)\psi_q^*(t)dt = k \text{ for } p = q$$

$$= 0 \text{ for } p \neq q \quad (49)$$

where $\psi_p$ and $\psi_q$ are the $p^{th}$ and $q^{th}$ element in the set. The signals are orthogonal if the integral value is zero in the symbol interval $[a, b]$.

In advance broad band access in LAN and MAN, OFDM is used with different combinations and techniques e.g. MIMO. This can combat better against multipath fading (deep fading) and also supports high data rate. Over radio link like HDTV supports multimedia applications. MIMO-OFDM reduces the receiver complexities and manipulations as they distribute the data information over multiple sub carriers and transmits at different frequency levels which are helpful in spectral efficiency and error control transmission. MIMO-OFDM sends stream of independent data information to increase spatial rate over different antennas.
In OFDM the bandwidth is divided into narrow band flat fading channels and data is transmitted on each channel as depicted in figure 20. Thus we find that it is a technique which converts frequency selective channels to many flat fading channels and to each of sub channels where the MIMO scheme is applied [71]. Lipson wireless first introduced the MIMO-OFDM scheme. It allows transmission and successful communication in non-LOS path (such as base station using MIMO-OFDM utilizes multipath scenario [72]).

Potential researches are going on over MIMO systems in an effort to increase data rate and capacity. With implantation of OFDM with MIMO many ideas has been solved in diversity and capacity of channel, thus attaining great spectral efficient environment [73]. On other hand the complex equalization can be minimised with great improvement and potential by considering MIMO-OFDM scheme which almost eliminate the complexity of equalization.

Comparison of OFDM with MIMO-OFDM

1) OFDM is characterized by higher data rate. In this the entire channel is divided into narrow parallel sub channels, thereby increasing the symbol duration and reducing the ISI effect caused by the multi-path components. STC characterized by high code efficiency and good performance, is a promising technique to improve the efficiency and performance of OFDM systems. For wideband transmission space–time processing must be used to mitigate ISI. But employing OFDM-SISO system with flat Rayleigh fading or narrowband channels, the complexity of the space–time processing increases with the bandwidth, and the performance substantially degrades when estimated channel parameters are used.

2) Multiple transmit and receive antennas can be used with OFDM to further improve system performance. Thus more bandwidth is required for signal transmission at still higher data-rate. However, due to spectral limitations, it is often impractical and expensive to increase bandwidth. In this case, usages of multiple transmit and receive antennas for spectrally efficient transmission is an alternative solution.

3) In MIMO-OFDM focus is enhanced channel estimation and signal detection. In MIMO-OFDM system to achieve transmit diversity gain and detect the transmitted signal, a space time processor must extract the required signals for space time decoders. Both space time processor and space time decoding require CSI [70].

4) MIMO system can improve the channel system capacity by a factor of the minimum number of transmit and receive antennas. With more receive antennas, MIMO-OFDM results in increased SNR and less word error rates (WER). Therefore MIMO-OFDM is the promising technique for highly spectral efficient broad band transmission and it can be effectively used in high-data-rate wireless systems.

VII. PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS

The performance improvements resulting from the use of MIMO systems are due to array gain, diversity gain and interference reduction. Here we briefly review each of these leverages in a system with $M_T$ transmit and $M_R$ receive antennas.
A. Array Gain

Array gain can be made available through processing at both transmitter and receiver. These results in an increase in average receive SNR due to a coherent combining effect. Transmit and/or receive array gain depends on the number of transmit and receive antennas and require channel knowledge in the transmitter and receiver, respectively. Channel knowledge is typically available in the receiver whereas CSI in the transmitter is difficult to maintain.

B. Diversity Gain

The signal power in a wireless channel fades randomly. Diversity techniques rely on transmitting the signal over multiple (ideally) independently fading paths (in time/frequency/space). Spatial (or antenna) diversity is preferred over time/frequency diversity as it does not incur excess transmission time or bandwidth. If the $M_T - M_R$ links composing the MIMO channel fade independently and the transmitted signal is suitably recovered, then the receiver combines the arriving signals such that the resultant signal exhibits considerably reduced amplitude variability in comparison to a SISO link and we get $M_T M_R^{-k}$ - order diversity. Using suitable transmit signals it is possible to extract spatial diversity gain in the absence of channel knowledge at the transmitter. The corresponding technique is known as space–time coding [56], [64], [74].

C. Interference Reduction

Co-channel interference results due to frequency reuse in wireless channels. When multiple antennas are used, the differentiation between the spatial signatures of the desired signal and co-channel signals can be exploited to reduce interference. Interference reduction requires knowledge of the desired signal’s channel not that of interferer’s channel. Interference reduction (or avoidance) can also be implemented at the transmitter, where the goal is to minimize the interference energy sent toward the co-channel users while delivering the signal to the desired user. Interference reduction allows aggressive frequency reuse and thereby increases multi-cell capacity. It is not possible to exploit all the leverages of MIMO technology simultaneously due to conflicting demands on the spatial degrees of freedom (or number of antennas). The degree to which these conflicts are resolved depends upon the signaling scheme and transceiver design.

VIII. MIMO RELAY CHANNELS

The concept of relay originated as an information theoretical scenario in a paper “Capacity theorems for the relay channel” by T. M. Cover and A. A. E. Gamal in 1979 [75]. In this paper they considered the main channel along with a relay channel, where a relay acts as a helper node in the transmission of information bits. The definition of a relay as provided in IEEE 802.16j is as follows:

“A generalized equipment set, dependent on a multi-hop relay base station (MR-BS) providing connectivity, to other RSs or subscriber stations (SS).”

A relay can be thought of as a miniature base station that enjoys line of sight connectivity with another relay or a base station. Unlike a base station, a relay is not connected to the wired backhaul. Several relaying protocols are proposed, such as amplify-and-forward (AF), decode-and-forward (DF) and coded cooperation (CC) [50], [76-79]. Many cooperation strategies based on the relay channel have been proposed in recent years. The strategies fall into one of the following three categories based on relay behavior.

A. Amplify and Forward:

This strategy represents the simplest way that a relay node may cooperate. Under this scheme, the relay buffers the source node’s analog transmission over some predetermined time interval (i.e. frame, codeword, etc. which is denoted as “cooperation period”) and retransmits an amplified copy of the signal during the following cooperation period as shown in figure 21 below. The main advantage of this scheme are simplicity and low cost. This scheme has the negative side effect of amplifying the relay’s received noise. However, it has been shown in [50], [78] that this scheme provides gains over non-cooperation in terms of outage probability and can even outperform decode and forward relaying in certain network geometries. Since relay does not perform any kind of decoding, this transmission protocol has reduced hardware complexity. Thus, this cooperation highly depends on the condition of channel between source and the relay. The processing of sampling, amplifying and retransmitting analogue values is another potential challenge in this scheme.
B. Decode and Forward:

In this method, the relay decodes the received message from the sender, checks for errors and re-encodes to transmit to the destination. The receiver estimates the information signal using Maximal Ratio Combining. The relay can either decode the entire signal or it can perform symbol by symbol decoding [50]. When the relay decodes the received signal, the noise introduced in the information signal should be removed prior to decoding. Otherwise, it is more likely that the original signal could be corrupted. The destination must decode the signal completely. Hence, the destination must be aware of both the decoding techniques in order to fully decode the signal as shown in figure 22. In real time environments, there is less certainty that the decoded signals sent from the relay would again be noise affected. Nicholas Laneman has shown that the decode and forward method fails to attain full spatial diversity. In general, decode-and-forward outperforms amplify-and-forward relaying in cases where the relay can reliably decode the source node’s message.

C. Coded Cooperation

Coded cooperation is a method that integrates cooperation into channel coding. It works by sending different portions of each user’s code word via two independent fading paths. The basic idea is that each user tries to transmit incremental redundancy to its partner. Whenever that is not possible, users automatically revert to a non-cooperative mode. The key to the efficiency of coded cooperation is that all this is managed automatically through code design, with no feedback between the users [80].

Consider that original codeword has $N_1 + N_2$ bits; puncturing this codeword down to $N_1$ bits, we obtain the first partition, which itself is a valid (weaker) codeword. The remaining $N_2$ bits in this example are the puncture bits. Likewise, data transmission period for each user is divided into two time segments of $N_1$ and $N_2$ bit intervals. Here we call these time intervals as frames. For the first frame, each user transmits a code word consisting of the $N_1$-bit code partition. Each user also attempts to decode the transmission of its partner. If this attempt is successful, in the second frame the user calculates and transmits the second code partition of its partner, containing $N_2$ code bits. Otherwise, the user transmits its own second partition, again containing $N_2$ bits. Thus, each user always transmits a total of $N = N_1 + N_2$ bits per source block over two frames as shown in figure 23.
The performance of the two-hop AF relay network has been studied in [81] for single relay and multiple relay under Rayleigh fading channels, and this is extended to Nakagami fading environment in [82] for i.i.d. case and for independent non-identical case [83]. Relay transmissions with nodes employing multiple antennas are gaining great interest. In [84], the tradeoff between the diversity and multiplexing is analyzed and the capacity bounds of MIMO relay channels have been found in [85] and the reference therein.

Fig. 23 A Coded Cooperation Relay Scheme

In [86], SER is presented for beam forming in two-hop AF relay network with source and destination deploying multiple antennas. Capacity bounds for full-duplex MIMO relay channel were derived in [85], [87]. The authors of [88] derive optimal infinite-SNR diversity-multiplexing tradeoff for the half-duplex MIMO relay channel and concluded that a compress- and-forward strategy is optimal in this sense. Recently, practical strategies have been developed for MIMO relaying. Both [89] and [84] derive the mutual-information-maximizing non regenerative linear relay for spatial multiplexing when the direct link is ignored. In [88] and [90], performance analysis of OSTBC transmission in cooperative relay network is presented for AF and DF protocols.

Figure 24 depicts an Amplify and Forward MIMO relay system employing MRC diversity technique. We prefer MIMO relay channels because this application has great potential in wireless networks. For example, for transmissions from a base station (access point) to users, relay stations can be exploited to relay messages for end users. The motivation for using relay stations can be simply put as follows:

1) In a cellular network, to ensure reliable communications, direct transmissions between the BS and users close to the cell boundary can be very expensive in terms of the transmission power required; and
2) Existing RF technologies can accommodate only few antennas at the user end, indicating that current wireless systems cannot fully benefit from promising space–time techniques. By making use of relay stations (which can accommodate multiple antennas) to relay the message, the channel is effectively converted into a MIMO relay channel. Another application is to utilize relay nodes for cooperative communications in ad hoc networks, where the nodes close to the active transmitter and the receiver can relay data packets from the transmitter to the receiver (see, e.g., [80][91][92][93][94]).

Fig. 24 AF MIMO relay system with MRC
IX. CONCLUSION

The demand for mobile data services has increased aggressively in the last few years and some mobile carriers have experienced even more growth numbers. According to a recent forecast, the global mobile data traffic is expected to become double every year through 2014, leading to a global compound annual growth rate of roughly 100%. Within the range of system development, LTE-Advanced and WiMAX – 2 can use up to 8x8 MIMO. Additionally new reference signals have been introduced to support both demodulation/ detection and channel state information estimation. Hence, special attention has been paid to the signaling for more advanced SU/MU-MIMO schemes. However, the crucial sensitivity of MIMO receivers to channel interference is the key challenges faced in cellular networks with the use of MIMO technology. On one hand, system designs should reduce transmit power and data rate in order to suppress the interference caused to the neighboring cells. On the other hand, MIMO systems by nature increases the amount of data transmitted and hence requires a larger received signal to interference noise power ration (SINR). Advanced signal processing techniques at the receiver and transmitter as a means of reducing or cancelling the interference effects have been used.

Thus, with the help of this article, we found that MIMO system is nothing but the use of multiple antennas at both transmitter and receiver. This is used to improve the link reliability and data throughput without additional bandwidth and transmit power. Multi-user MIMO and single-user MIMO are the two main forms of MIMO with processing such as pre-coding, diversity coding and special multiplexing. Reconfigurable antennas have been used to achieve pattern and frequency diversity in MIMO. This article has documented most of these techniques suffer from important practical shortcomings in terms of complexity and required channel information that make their successful application to 3G cellular systems.
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